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Overview
Health/kalusugan

The anger level continues to focus on government mistake 
(PhilHealth) Sec Duque, and government waste in time of COVID.

The diagram visualises the relationship between social media content and communal reaction. The solid line 
represents the amount of emotive reaction on a given day and the scale is on the left-hand side. The dashed line 
represents the number of posts for the day and the scale is on the right-hand side.



Most of the positivity related to health are not correlated with 
government actions or with medical treatment but have shifted from 
acts of charity to personal perseverance and overcoming personal 
medical condition.

The diagram visualises the relationship between social media content and communal reaction. The solid line 
represents the amount of emotive reaction on a given day and the scale is on the left-hand side. The dashed line 
represents the number of posts for the day and the scale is on the right-hand side.



Geographic Analysis
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90 Days 30 Days

This issue is a national one and the importance is persistent and 
overwhelmingly universal. This issue has very little variance region to 
region.



Top Media Channel as Influence channel
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Engagement Score is a calculation of the reader’s engagement with the post by modeling lasting effect based on 
Likes, Shares, and complexity of Comments.



Top Social Influencers
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Engagement Score is a calculation of the reader’s engagement with the post by modeling lasting effect based on 
Likes, Shares, and complexity of Comments.



Timeline Analysis Overview
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This national issue dominates all channels and is 
guaranteed responses. Any policy will be severely 
cross-examined, but the level of support and 
opposition is expected to be equal, unless it is to 
eradicate waste and corruption.

(See Subsequent Diagram)

Timeline visualisation. Each dot represents when a fan page creates a post. The size of the dot 
represents the degree of influence (as measured by reaction) of the fan page’s follower and 
helps measure each fan page’s relative influence to another fanpage.





Timeline Analysis of Media Channels
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Media channels is 24/7/375 on this issue. No room for 
effective counter-factual messaging and only publicly 
acceptable action would be reform.

(See Subsequent Diagram)

Timeline visualisation. Each dot represents when a fan page creates a post. The size of the dot 
represents the degree of influence (as measured by reaction) of the fan page’s follower and 
helps measure each fan page’s relative influence to another fanpage.





Timeline Analysis of Influencers
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Public officials have crowded out the usual medical 
influencers as doctors but no significant leader have 
emerged, and the public interest in these voices are 
minimal. 

(See Subsequent Diagram)

Timeline visualisation. Each dot represents when a fan page creates a post. The size of the dot 
represents the degree of influence (as measured by reaction) of the fan page’s follower and 
helps measure each fan page’s relative influence to another fanpage.





Top Web Content Reposted
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Top Native Facebook Content
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Comment Analysis
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• There is a emerging undercurrent between Western 
treatment and natural treatment. The use of 
natural/common treatment seems to undercut the COVID 
vaccine message.

• Most of the COVID treatment is being spun as motivation for 
hospital to make money, reinforced by the PhilHealth 
implosion.



Data Source
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• Data Collection Date Range (2020/9/1 - 2020/11/30)

• Chart, List and Analysis based on 145,619,020 data points 
of publicly available information.

• Trend and commentary data are from the Facebook 
platform with geo-spatial summaries from third party 
aggregation.



Policy Potential
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• Most of the public discussion is framed under the shadow of 
PhilHealth, and any policy changes at this point that has a 
chance of public support would be reform.

• The public suspicion against the COVID vaccine are starting 
to be framed as an opportunity for the hospital to make 
money, generating potential ripple for upcoming vaccination, 
and COVID related economic and public order issues.


